What is Braingenie?
Braingenie is a Math practice site that will help you master these subjects. It offers practice and video lessons for many skills, using gaming and prizes to help you along.

Google search “BrainGenie.”
Click on the first option.

On the top bar, there should be an option that reads “Sign Up”. Click on it.

You will read “Sign up for a BrainGenie account.
Click on “I’m a Student”.

Fill out the necessary information. Click “Create my account” when you are done.

You should go back to the top bar and click on “Learning Zone”.

Click on the drop down tab under “SELECT COURSE”.
Click on your desired course.

Which 1-8 Math Topics Should You Go Over?
Four Operations, Decimals, Fractions, Ratio, Percentage, Surface area, and Volume.

What Algebra Topics Should You Go Over?
Rational Exponents, Radical Functions, Absolute Value, Probability, Polynomials, and Factoring.